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Dexter & Dexter New Blood Dexter is a serial killer with a "code" which directs his
compulsions to kill only the guilty. As a blood spatter analyst for the Miami police, he
has access to crime scenes, picking up clues and checking DNA to confirm a target's
guilt before he kills them. His dead adoptive father Harry, a policeman, created the code
after recognizing Dexter's problem when he was very young. Harry decided to teach
Dexter to focus his urges on killing killers who would otherwise escape justice in the
legal system. He creates the steps Dexter must take to keep from being caught. In the
present, Harry sometimes serves as his mental partner, discussing cases and always
reminding him of the code. Before his death, Harry had also charged Dexter to take care
of his stepsister Debra - she is unaware of Dexter's secret and his complete lack of
feelings, but they try to be close to each other. Season one features the Ice Truck Killer,
who intrigues Dexter personally. The killer finally reveals their surprising connection,
but when he seizes Debra, Dexter has to kill him. In season two, the bodies Dexter had
been dropping from his boat are discovered. He scrambles to cover his tracks as the
department searches for the Bay Harbor Butcher. He is drawn to a woman who
eventually reveals her sinister side. In the finale, events allow Dexter to frame a dead
police department member as the Butcher. In season three Dexter is ready to kill a
target, but is surprised by another man in the house. Dexter is forced to kill him, but it
turns out he is related to a public official. Rita announces she is pregnant. As Dexter
pursues The Skinner killer, a person discovers Dexter's secret and begins ordering
Dexter to kill certain people. Dexter marries Rita. Season four features the Trinity killer,
as well as Dexter's exhaustion facing the demands of being a husband and father. The
season ends with the death of a major character. Season five revolves around the Barrel
Girl murders. Dexter finds and releases the only victim who lived, and she insists on
helping him take down the guilty men. Dexter enjoys her company, but at the end she
explains she has achieved her goal and will walk away from their relationship. Without
knowing their identities, Debra tracks them down but decides they have done the
world a service, and lets them go free, sight unseen. Season six focuses on the
Doomsday killer, who connects his kills to religion. In the season finale, Debra walks in
just as Dexter stabs the killer. In season seven, Dexter admits to Debra that he is a serial
killer. LaGuerta privately re-opens the Bay Harbor Butcher case. The Ukrainian mob
becomes a special nuisance. Hannah McKay also appears, but Dexter ultimately lets her
go free. In the finale, Debra is forced to kill an innocent person to preserve Dexter's
secret. In the final season, Debra is a shambles from her guilt. Dr. Vogel, a psychologist
who specializes in psychopaths, joins the police pursuit of The Brain Surgeon, and
privately reveals to Dexter her past connection to him. Meanwhile, Dexter forms a
serious relationship with a woman from his past. He realizes he is experiencing
emotions, and that his need to kill has vanished. They decide to take Dexter's son and
leave Miami forever. In the season finale, a major character dies and Dexter realizes he
has destroyed everyone who came in contact with him.
Dexter New Blood After faking his death ten years ago in a hurricane, Dexter Morgan
has moved to the fictional small town of Iron Lake, New York, hiding his identity under
the name of Jim Lindsay, a clerk at a local wilderness sporting gear store. He has a
romantic relationship with the town's chief of police Angela Bishop, and has been
successfully suppressing his vigilante serial killing urges. Dexter's deceased sister Debra
has replaced their father Harry as an imaginary presence he often speaks to. Dexter:
New Blood consists of 10 one-hour episodes. Showtime/CBS
Beast Recently widowed Dr. Nate Daniels and his two teenage daughters travel to a
South African game reserve managed by Martin Battles, an old family friend and
wildlife biologist. However, what begins as a journey of healing soon turns into a
fearsome fight for survival when a lion, a survivor of bloodthirsty poachers, begins
stalking them. Bonus Features On Dvd, Blu-Raytm & Digital: Deleted Scene – Watch an
exclusive unreleased scene from Beast, Man Vs. Lion: The Final Battle – Go inside the
epic final battle between Nate and the beast himself as Director Baltasar Kormákur, star
Idris Elba, and key members of the VFX team walk us through putting it all together.
Creating The Beast – The vicious title character of Beast is no ordinary lion. He’s bigger,
he’s meaner, and he’s got an axe to grind against humanity. Sit down with director
Baltasar Kormákur as he explains what he envisioned for Making It Real: The Wounds Sit
down with prosthetics supervisor Clinton Smith and prosthetic assistant Daleen
Badenhorst as they walk us through all the gory details of creating realistic looking
slices, gashes, and tears caused by a massive, predatory lion. Filming In The Beast’s
Territory – Visit Limpopo South Africa where the cast and crew of Beast travelled to
capture all the vistas, planes, and mountains of Africa authentically on film. Family Bond:
The Cast Of The Beast – Meet the family at the heart of this story as director Baltasar
Kormákur and cast members Idris Elba, Iyana Halley, and Leah Jeffries take us inside
their characters’ journeys as they come together and heal in the direst of circumstances.
A Lion’s Pride – Learn the tragic truth of lion poaching with this factual piece that takes
viewers inside the fight to protect the big game of Africa. Universal
The Bat Special Edition When it flies someone dies! This movie is nothing but suspense
and you'll literally be on the edge of your seat. This is truly a thriller, but not so much
scary as suspenseful. Young or old, you'll love this movie! The Bat, said to be a man with
no face, is a master criminal involved in robberies and murders. This crazed killer is on
the loose in a creepy mansion full of people and whose true identity is only revealed at
the end. Agnes Moorehead plays mystery novelist Cornelia Van Gorder, whose rented
country house has been the scene for all sorts of strange and violent crimes. Vincent
Price, although seen committing a murder early on, is not the film's principal villain.
Other cast members include detective Gavin Gordon and former Our Gang star Darla
Hood. Film Detective
Abbott Elementary Season One A documentary crew is recording the lives of teachers
working in underfunded, mismanaged schools. A group of dedicated, passionate
teachers -- and a slightly tone-deaf principal -- find themselves thrown together in a
Philadelphia public school where, despite the odds stacked against them, they are
determined to help their students succeed in life. Though these incredible public
servants may be outnumbered and underfunded, they love what they do -- even if they
don't love the school district's less-than-stellar attitude toward educating children.
Warner
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Top Gun Maverick After more than thirty years of service as one of the Navy's top
aviators, Pete "Maverick" Mitchell (Tom Cruise) is where he belongs, pushing the
envelope as a courageous test pilot and dodging the advancement in rank that would
ground him. When he finds himself training a detachment of Top Gun graduates for a
specialized mission the likes of which no living pilot has ever seen, Maverick encounters
Lt. Bradley Bradshaw (Miles Teller), call sign: "Rooster," the son of Maverick's late friend
and Radar Intercept Officer Lt. Nick Bradshaw, aka "Goose." Facing an uncertain future
and confronting the ghosts of his past, Maverick is drawn into a confrontation with his
own deepest fears, culminating in a mission that demands the ultimate sacrifice from
those who will be chosen to fly it. Paramount
Ray Donovan Complete Series Set in the sprawling mecca of the rich and famous, Ray
Donovan does the dirty work for LA's top power players. Ray is the go-to guy who
makes the problems of the city's celebrities, superstar athletes, and business moguls
disappear. Problems arise when his father is unexpectedly released from prison.
Season One Crisis-fixer Ray Donovan (Golden Globe nominated Liev Schreiber) is at
home with trouble unit trouble hits home. Ray handles the combustible situations of
L.A.'s rich and famous - Boston style. But his father, Mickey Donovan (Golden Globe
winner Jon Voight), an Irish gangster, is the kind of trouble even Ray can't contain. Now
on early parole, Mickey returns to reclaim his family, his life and seek revenge against
the son who sent him away 20 years ago. Can Ray fix the battered cracks in his own
family before it breaks him?
Season 2 Ray Donovan, Boston bouncer turned Hollywood crisis fixer, can protect just
about anything except the unity of his family. As his estranged ex-con father dodges
the law, Ray's lonely wife Abby finds herself drawn to a cop. Son Conor may be too close
to home while daughter Bridget is slipping away. Can he hold the pieces of his family
together while going to bat for celebrities in crisis? In this sharp, edgy second season,
Ray finds that what he wants the most is the hardest thing to fix.
Season 3 Everyone has a price, and Ray Donovan is about to find out his in all 12
episodes from the exhilarating third season. Without a mentor or a family to lean on,
Ray has never been more determined to do his own thing. But when he gets caught in a
dangerous struggle between a billionaire (guest star Ian McShane) and his provocative
daughter (guest star Katie Holmes), Ray soon discovers that Hollywood families play by
their own sets of rules. And with the Donovans branching out into new businesses,
there's never been a better time for Ray to rebuild his empire. Co-starring Golden Globe
winner Jon Voight, it's more of the riveting drama where true power is all about who
you know... and who you hire.
Season 4 After the bloody Minassian shootout, Ray Donovan (Liev Schreiber) is focused
on healing himself and his damaged relationship with his family. But Ray is soon pulled
back into his old life by a troubled boxer and an enigmatic art dealer with ties to the
Russian mafia. This compelling series also stars Paula Malcomson, Eddie Marsan, Dash
Mihok, Pooch Hall and Jon Voight in his Golden Globe-winning role as Ray's
manipulative, ex-con father.
Season 5 Ray is back doing what he knows best when a a major film studio executive
named Samantha Winslow (Susan Sarandon) hires him to help her with her own fixers
in the fifth season of the drama series.
Season 6 As season six of Ray Donovan begins, we find Ray (Schreiber) rebuilding his
life both personally and professionally in New York City. After being rescued from a
plummet into the East River, his savior, a cop named Mac (Domenick Lombardozzi),
brings Ray into the fraternity that is the Staten Island Police Department. While
exploring this new world of brotherhood and corruption, Ray finds himself once again
working for media mogul Sam Winslow (Susan Sarandon). Sam has teamed up with
New York City mayoral candidate Anita Novak (Lola Glaudini), a partnership that puts
Ray at odds with his new friends out in Staten Island. Stars Liev Schreiber, Jon Voight,
Susan Sarandon, Eddie Marsan.
Season 7 While Ray makes progress in therapy, there are dangers from the past that
require the Ray Donovan of old. Between NYC mayor Ed Feratti, an unrelenting NYPD
officer hunting for the truth and clients old and new, Ray struggles to find the balance
between fixing for clients and fixing himself. And when Feratti's corruption brings a
piece of Mickey's past back to New York, Ray is forced to seek answers to long-buried
questions.
Ray Donovan The Movie A showdown decades in the making brings the Donovan
family legacy full circle. As the events that made Ray who he is today finally come to
light, the Donovans find themselves drawn back to Boston to face the past. Each of
them struggles to overcome their violent upbringing, but destiny dies hard, and only
their fierce love for each other keeps them in the fight. Whether they stand together or
they go down swinging, one thing is certain Ray doesn't do loose ends. Showtime / CBS
The Time Traveler's Wife Complete Series Based on the best-selling book of the same
name by Audrey Niffenegger, the series stars Rose Leslie as Clare Abshire, Theo James as
Henry DeTamble, Desmin Borges as Gomez, and Natasha Lopez as Charisse. An HBO and
Warner Bros. Television production The Time Traveler’s Wife: The Complete Series is
executive produced by writer Steven Moffat (“Doctor Who,”“Sherlock”), director David
Nutter (“Game of Thrones”); Sue Vertue, and Brian Minchin through Hartswood Films;
and Joseph E. Iberti. Special Features Chapters of a Relationship Anatomy of a Scene
Time Traveler’s Wife: A Love for All Time. Warner
Ed, Edd N Eddy Complete Series Ed, Edd n Eddy is a 130-episode animated comedy
television series Ed, Edd n Eddy tells the story of three best friends, who band together
to tackle life's most daunting challenge - puberty. Though they have the same first
name and live on the same cul-de-sac in the suburbs, the three youths have very
different personalities, which contribute to the confusion, contradiction and just plain
awkwardness that defines growing up. Season One The boys that started it all, and
made people utter the phrase, "there goes the neighborhood!", Ed, Edd and Eddy are
three adolescent amigos in search of fun, popularity and cash to buy jawbreakers!
These cul-de-sac kids journey through the evils of peer pressure, pimples and girls with
the grace of two left feet.. Season 2 The boys are back in their scam-tastic second
season, and this time Ed, Edd and Eddy have hatched more schemes than you can
shake a jar of quarters at. As they continue on their endless journey for jawbreakers,
they'll exercise their overactive imaginations - and the patience of all the other
neighborhood kids. Warner

